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Strategy

HOW TO PREPARE FOR POST COVID-19

The future
of your fleet
The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the world
as we know it. The overall impact is clearly
unknown at this point. But what is clear is the
need for fleet decision makers to plan ahead for
what might be a shift in driver mobility.
In leveraging our knowledge, analytical
mindset, best practice methodologies and
research, Fleet360 is positioned to offer
your company the answers you are probably
looking for at this time. We can show you how
to maintain strategic control of your local or
international fleet and to reduce fleet costs.
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Time to start planning
THE INITIAL IMPACT OF COVID-19 HAS BEEN CLEAR. THE ISSUE NOW IS HOW TO PLAN AHEAD
FOR WHAT THE ‘NEW NORMAL’ MAY LOOK LIKE
IS THIS YOUR CURRENT SITUATION?

•

You have noticed the decrease in your fleet usage

•

Will working from home become part of the new

costs (less km travelled, fewer accidents...) during the

normal mobility in your company and what will be the

crisis and you want to continue to control these costs

impact on the mobility profiles of your employees?

in a sustainable way as soon as the recovery starts

Will these (new) profiles match electric (bike and/or
car) driving, while guaranteeing satisfaction?

•

You are hesitating between extending your current
contracts and replacing your vehicles with cleaner

•

•

You are looking for independent and sound advice to
help you make the best decisions

and more economical vehicles
You are unsure as to the impact on the total cost of
your fleet in the short, medium and long term

•

Your Car Policy does not respond to the new forms of
mobility

WE CAN HELP YOU TO NAVIGATE THESE ISSUES:

How to optimise and
control the cost
of your fleet

How to uncover true
mobility profiles
of your drivers

How to present & defend
your programme to all
stakeholders

Establish total cost of
ownership (TCO) transparency
for your current fleet

Propose the most suitable
alternative powertrain for
your drivers taking into
account a bike/home-office
policy

Establish a predictive budget
taking into account
potential savings

Analyse the different
parameters that seem to have
potential for optimisation
Establish a predictive TCO that
takes into account the taxation
system by 2021

Define an action plan for
implementation

Estimate the impact of this
choice on overall costs
Analyse your Car Policy

Fleet360 analyses your current fleet management, helps you to reduce or eliminate
existing problems and develop a sustainable and efficient fleet/mobility policy based
on industry best practices.
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Contact us for an
offer tailored to
your needs >>

THERE ARE MANY TOPICS ON THE FLEET MANAGERS AGENDA TODAY. WHATEVER
THE DISCUSSION, WE OFFER A TRUE INDEPENDENT VIEW OF THE OPTIONS
AVAILABLE. OUR THOUGHTS AND INSIGHTS WILL HELP YOU MAKE THE RIGHT
CHOICES NOW WHICH ARE CRITICAL TO YOUR FUTURE FLEET COSTS.
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A suite of products designed to deliver a
best in class fleet policy for the fleet industry

hello@fleet3sixty.com
fleet3sixty.com

